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German prisoner — a very decent sort of chap. Fritz paid :
' You'll win, but you'll all come home on one steamer.' "
This of course expressed Massingham's view beautifully, also
Ross's.
Yacht Club, Friday, March gih.
Yesterday I lunched with Mair at Garrick and learnt a few
inside interesting things. I promised to do him an article for
Espaiia, the British subsidised paper in Madrid.
Yacht Club, London, Thursday, March i$th.
H. L. Rothband,1 the Manchester manufacturer, lunched with
me yesterday at Reform, about his scheme for employment
of disabled soldiers. Curious mixture of ingenuousness and
acuteness. I missed the beginnings of a shindy between Spender
and Massingham. Masterman brought this safely to an end by
leaving the smoking-room with Massingham and sitting in the
gallery. Spender was with Buckmaster.
I wrote another 1,100 words of novel yesterday after another
very bad night, and I was so exhausted in the afternoon that
I could scarcely even walk.
Percy Williams told me on Monday that he had his beagles
with him at Bournemouth. They raided a butcher's shop.
The dog-master asked butcher what the damage was. The
butcher said £6. The dog-master said : "I'll toss you for it."
They tossed and the butcher lost. This is a good sporting-
military story.
Yacht Chib, London, Friday, March
Another 1,400 words yesterday morning of noveL   Mair lunched
with me at Reform and Davray joined us.
Mair said that Nivelle, in London this week, had been made
C,-in-C. of all armies (French and English) on the Western
Front, but that the appointment would of course not be published.
Afterwards we went to the Omega Club, and saw dancing
by an alleged marvellous boy dancer. He did seem pretty lair
for a kid. I asked if he was Russian, and learnt that he had
been discovered in Brondesbury and was entirely English.
1 Sir Henry Lesser Rothband was originator of the scheme for the King's
National Roll for finding Employment for Disabled Sailors and SokEleis.
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